
M.8 & M.8LE



The Magic of OHCO

A pleasant interjection. A subtle exclamation. 

A word that demonstrates a peaceful emotion. 

OHCO is a feeling created from the wisdom of                       

a shiatsu master, the talent of a visionary designer and 

unprecedented massage technology. These elements give 

OHCO the ability to transform the ancient art of massage 

into a luxuriously timeless experience. 

With thoughtful direction, the OHCO M.8 and M.8LE 

transport you to a state of deep relaxation and renewal. 

Calculated, precise movements mirror the hands of               

a shiatsu master—melting tension and  awakening         

your senses.

Our boldest expression of the M-Series is the M.8LE—crafted  

from top-grain genuine leather and sumptuous Ultrasuede®. 

Our Limited Edition is a work of art limited to 2,000 units 

worldwide, and each one accompanied by a numbered and 

signed Certi昀椀cate of Authenticity.

Envelop yourself in complete serenity as the unexpected 

becomes a part of your everyday.





Stillness Amidst Motion

Known for his bullet trains that eclipse 200mph as well as 

designing the most exclusive Ferrari ever sold, Ken Okuyama 

has built a reputation for speed. Yet to fully understand speed, 

one must also understand stillness, and it is in stillness 

where Ken 昀椀nds renewal. 

The M.8 and M.8LE contain tranquility in the midst of 

dynamic engineering; mirroring his interior designs in the 

renowned Shinkansen trains. His synergistic approach  

balances speed and stillness, sophistication and technology, 

and in the all-new M.8 and M.8LE, beauty within and without.

“You have to design the whole environment.

 Without that the story doesn’t carry through.”

Ken Okuyama



Put Yourself in the Hands of 
a Master

Renowned shiatsu master, Okabayashi sensei begins his 

therapeutic sessions with a single, simple touch. Without clients 

saying a word, he discerns their emotions, feels the muscle stiffness 

and begins to bring the body back into harmony. It is this intuition 

that Okabayashi sensei brings to the OHCO symphony of movement.

Under his direction, OHCO engineers have created an unsurpassed 

orchestration of touch that brings your whole person into harmony, 

unleashes the body’s self-healing power and rejuvenates both 

mind and muscle.

“Creating equal, supportive pressure along the energy 

meridians of the body releases one into a state of emotional 

relaxation and brings harmony to both the body and mind.”

 Akira Okabayashi

The Ethos of Japanese 
Engineering

In Japan, a standard of excellence is not a 昀椀xed point, but      
a tireless search for improvement. It is an attention to detail,  

a spirit that never stops striving and the reason that the    

M.8 and M.8LE have been created by a Japanese design 

master and choreographed by a Japanese shiatsu master.



EXCEPTIONAL FEATURES

Rear Swing Doors

Move into and out of your massage chair with ease and 

grace. Left and right Rear Swing Doors allow for simple 

ingress and egress. The 昀椀rst and only of their kind, our  
innovative doors make getting in and out of your chair

easy and relaxing. 

DeltaWave™

At the core of the M.8 and M.8LE lies the technology to 

transform your entire state of being. Our proprietary  

DeltaWave engine is designed to deliver an intuitive and  

life-like massage. In addition to basic movements, the  

DeltaWave 4D engine uses advanced massage algorithms 

to mimic the hand movements of a massage therapist.
 

Knead and Stretch Headrest

Experience gentle neck traction as the headrest lightly 

relieves pressure on your cervical spine with air-driven neck 

stretching. Mechanical rollers then work and knead the  

muscles in the back of your neck. Find relief and help restore 

neck mobility with every session.



MaxTrack™

Luxury is not about compromise. The proprietary MaxTrack 

is the perfect marriage of our DeltaWave mechanism design 

with a uniquely shaped massage track. Seamlessly move 

from upright, to zero gravity, to lie-昀氀at and even inversion—all 
without missing a beat.

TheraElliptical™ Calf Kneading

Let tension melt as complex movements mimic the hands 

of a shiatsu master, gently compressing and kneading your 

calves. This powerful and soothing capability enhances 

circulation, leaving your lower body refreshed and renewed.

Arms of Embrace

With twelve independently-controlled air cells creating 

millions of possible sequences, the M.8 and M.8LE precisely 

addresses pressure points along the shoulders, arms and 

hands. Be enveloped in the arms of a master as the wisdom 

of Okabayashi sensei appears in each soothing massage 

sequence. 



ENVIRONMENTAL FEATURES

Air Ionizer and White Noise Generator

Clear the air and clear your mind. Enjoy each clean breath 

you take as the Air Ionizer removes dust, dander, spores 

and other irritants. Located in the headrest, a small fan 

moves ionized air through the vent port; echoing the sound 

of faint ocean waves.

M-Sense Light Pool

The M.8 and M.8LE acknowledge your approach. Upon  

your arrival, M-Sense Light Pool bathes the 昀氀oor around 
your chair in a soft glow, illuminating the path to your  

OHCO experience.

Bluetooth Audio Immersion

Heighten your experience by connecting your smart device to 

play relaxing sounds, music or your favorite guided meditation.

Aromatherapy

Add a few drops of your favorite essential oil to the headrest 

diffuser to bring an aromatic dimension to your escape. 

As you settle in and breathe, your sensory receptors 

immediately begin to send relaxing signals to your 

subconscious; elevating your entire OHCO experience.





ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Full-Body Air Massage Coverage

Foot Rollers

Pinpoint Roller Heat

Chromotherapy



Zero Gravity, Lie Flat and Inversion Recline

Wall Hugging

Remote Control Featuring 10 Languages

USB Power Ports



M.8

WalnutSaddlePearlMidnightBordeaux

AVAILABLE COLORS



M.8LE

SaddleRosso NeroBordeaux

M-SERIES



Technical Specifications 
and Dimensions
For additional details visit www.OHCOmassage.com.

Model Name M.8; M.8LE (Limited Edition)

MSRP M.8: $11,500; M.8LE $15,000

Power Supply AC120V ~ 60Hz

Power Consumption 280W

Preset Sessions 14 sessions

Manual Sessions 8 sessions plus Calf Rollers, Kneading 

Neck Rollers and Foot Rollers

Massage Session Length 18-20 minutes

Track Type MaxTrackTM

Reclining Angle Approximately 120° to 160°

Wall Hug 6.25” needed between back and wall when upright

Seat Width 17.5” (45 cm)

Seat Depth 21” (53 cm)

Chair Weight 364 lbs (165 kg)

Gross Boxed Weight 430 lbs (195 kg)

Upholstery M.8: Synthetic Leather; M.8LE: Genuine Leather 

and Ultrasuede®

Maximum User Weight 265 lbs (120 kg)

Recommended User Height 5’ 1” (155 cm) to 6’ 4” (193 cm)

Designer Ken Okuyama

Massage Choreography Akira Okabayashi sensei

Warranty 3-year Limited extendable to 5-year Limited

Country of Origin Japan
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